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INFORMATION GATHERING SYSTEM 

This invention relates primarily to opinion-gathering 
systems of the kind installed in conference centres and the 
like. The invention also has application to other ?elds, such 
as market research, pro?ciency examinations, building 
access control, and tourist guides. 

Electronic voting is used to collect instant opinion from 
audiences at various events eg marketing or personnel 
events, television studio audiences, and in politics. Appara 
tus operated by the audience is used to deliver instant 
opinion on questions posed either by text projected on a 
screen or by a human compere. Voting is achieved by 
pressing a keypad. The votes are transmitted to a processor, 
Which causes the results of the opinion survey to be gener 
ated from these votes. 

At present, the equipment used for electronic audience 
participation and the other applications mentioned above is 
based on specialised terminals. For convenience these are 
usually ‘cordless’ devices using polled infra-red pulse com 
munications. The audience is surrounded by infra-red base 
stations all linked to a computer Which controls the system, 
and generates text and graphics for display of the results. 

Aquestion is posed by a human presenter or displayed as 
text on the screen. The audience members vote by pressing 
keys on their terminals and their percentage participation is 
displayed on the screen in real time. When all the votes have 
been made, the operator of the system disables the commu 
nications and enables the generation of a graphics screen, to 
display statistical data relating to the votes cast, eg as bar 
graphs. At the end of the session various printed reports can 
be generated. 

The specialist Infra-Red equipment can interfere With the 
use of other infra-red equipment in operation at the same 
time, such as a remotely controlled slide projector. 
Moreover, the handsets are specialised for this application, 
making them relatively expensive. Furthermore, only the 
audience in the chamber (or other specially-equipped areas) 
can participate. 

It is also knoWn to provide audience participation 
facilities, usually for remote audiences such as television 
vieWers, neWspaper readers, etc. in Which the audience is 
invited to telephone one of a series of numbers, according to 
their voting preference. Call-logging technology alloWs the 
number of calls made to each number to be measured, 
thereby measuring the votes cast. An example of such a 
system, knoWn as “OPRA” (Opinion Poll Registration 
Application) is described by M Boomer in the British 
Telecommunications Engineering Journal, Vol 11, page 35 
(April 1992). HoWever, in such systems there is no control 
over Who votes, and in particular multiple voting by the 
same person is dif?cult to prevent—although “Calling Line 
Identity” (CLI) facilities can noWadays be used to limit the 
number of calls to be accepted from any one telephone line. 
Moreover, many potential applications require a series of 
questions to be ansWered, but provision of suf?cient tele 
phone numbers to cater for each possible ansWer to each 
question Would be dif?cult. 

According to the invention there is provided a data 
collection system comprising 
a data processing system for receiving data and generating 

statistical information relating to the data; 
a plurality of data entry means, each for receiving data input 

from a user and transmitting the data to the data process 
ing system; 

and transmission means for transmitting data from the 
means (1) to the data processing system; 
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2 
characterised in that the data entry means are telephone 

handsets, and that the data processing system has associ 
ated interface means for identifying the individual tele 
phone handsets from Which each data item is received, 
such that individual data items transmitted from the same 
handset can be related to each other by the processing 
system. 
In a second aspect, there is provided a method of gener 

ating statistical information relating to data received from a 
plurality of data entry means, comprising the steps of: 
transmitting signals from each data entry means to a data 

processing system by Way of an interface means; 
processing the data so received to generate statistical infor 

mation relating to the totality of data received from the 
means; 

characterised in that the data entry means are telephone 
handsets, and that the interface means identi?es the indi 
vidual telephone handsets from Which each data item is 
received, such that individual data items transmitted from 
the same handset can be related to each other by the 
processing system. 
The processing system may have means for transmitting 

audio or visual information to the handsets. The data col 
lection system may generate an output for transmission 
using Internet protocols. 

Preferably, the transmission means comprises a telephone 
sWitching system, and the interface means is arranged such 
that it Will only accept telephone calls from telephone 
handsets associated With the sWitching means. 
The telephone sWitching system and at least part of the 

data processing system may communicate With each other 
by means of the public telephone netWork, the telephone 
sWitching system having number translation means for con 
version of short codes transmitted from the individual hand 
sets into full telephone numbers for transmission over the 
public telephone netWork to the data processing system. 

If the telephone calls are made through a private 
exchange, the interface means may be arranged to only 
accept telephone calls from handsets associated With the 
private exchange. Preferably the private exchange is a 
Wireless (radio) exchange (WPBX), for use With “cordless” 
radio telephones. The use of standard radio equipment 
means that there is no infra-red interference With remote 
control equipment. 

If the data entry handset communicates by means of a 
cordless connection, using a netWork of radio base stations, 
the location of the user apparatus can be identi?ed by 
reference to the base station currently in radio communica 
tion With the user apparatus. The information generated may 
be processed according to the identi?ed locations of the 
handsets. 

If the processing system operates in conjunction With a 
private exchange, the specialised call-handling can be car 
ried out Without the need to modify the public sWitched 
netWork. This may be a “virtual” private exchange system, 
Which is embedded in the public exchange and provides 
specialised facilities for a de?ned subset of telephone lines 
forming the private netWork. It should also be noted that the 
various elements, in particular the call handling sWitch 
(Whether a conventional private exchange or a virtual system 
embedded in a public netWork) and the data processing 
system, need not be physically associated, but may commu 
nicate through any suitable data link. This alloWs several 
systems, based on different private exchanges, to share use 
of the same processing unit. 
The telephone handsets may be standard telephones, or 

they may be units making use of standard cordless telephone 
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components (Which are manufactured in volume and are 
therefore cheap) but having more limited functionality than 
standard telephones (thereby making them less attractive to 
pilferers). They may, for example, have one or more keys 
non-operable, limiting their use to functions supported by 
the functioning keys. They may be arranged only to transmit 
keyed (DTMF) signals, and not conventional voice or data. 
Some simple applications of the invention may make use of 
simple handsets, arranged to only have the capability to 
transmit signals, and not receive. HoWever, if a terminal is 
provided With tWo-Way call facilities, personalised speech or 
audio streams can be provided to each participant. For 
example, voting instructions or results could be made avail 
able in several languages, the required language being 
selected for each handset according to its Calling Line 
Identity. This provision also alloWs the system to be 
interactive, for example by generating supplementary 
questions, selected according to the ansWer given to the ?rst 
question. Other applications, such as examinations, may also 
make use of this tWo-Way facility. 

During voting, a call is made to a pre-programmed 
number Which may be stored in the handset as a short code 
for translation in the handset itself, or at an intermediate 
point in the transmission means. Key presses can then be 
made to register votes. Alternatively voice recognition could 
be used. The display of results can be delivered using 
Internet/IntraNet technology. The handset identity can be 
identi?ed using existing Calling Line Identity (CLI) codes, 
or the handset veri?cation protocols used by cordless 
systems, or by a veri?cation code generated by the handset 
and transmitted to the processing means When the call is ?rst 
set up. 
As Well as simple opinion-seeking, the invention has 

other applications. For example, in the ?eld of education, 
strict security is necessary in all aspects of pro?ciency 
examinations. In particular, the arrangements for distribu 
tion of question papers to examination centres must avoid 
any possibility that the candidates can have prior sight of the 
question papers. Similarly, the arrangements for the return of 
completed ansWer papers must avoid any possibility of 
substitution or tampering With the papers. It is also necessary 
to prevent candidates copying each other’s ansWers during 
the examination itself. 

The present invention alloWs examinations to be carried 
out “on-line”, the questions being transmitted to the 
candidates, and the ansWers being transmitted to the exam 
iner (or automated marking processor), instantaneously, 
thereby avoiding many of the security problems of conven 
tional systems. Different candidates may be given the ques 
tions in a different sequence, or be required to give different 
responses for the same ansWer. In a “multiple-choice” ques 
tion the candidates may all be presented With the same set of 
possible ansWers, but arranged in a different order, from 
Which to select the correct ansWer. For example, the correct 
ansWer may require one candidate to press key “2”, but for 
another candidate the correct ansWer requires key “3”. 

It is also possible to make the examination process 
interactive, so that the questions asked of the user depend on 
the ansWers given to previous questions. For example, if 
previous ansWers identify the candidate as borderline 
betWeen “pass” and “fail”, further questions may be asked to 
resolve the matter, Whereas if the candidate’s previous 
ansWers indicate a greater pro?ciency, more challenging 
questions may be asked, to determine Whether the candidate 
merits a “pass With distinction”. 

The invention may also be used as an audio guide for 
exhibition visitors. When the user, carrying a portable unit, 
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4 
reaches an exhibit of interest, he presses a key on the unit for 
a commentary on the exhibit. The correct commentary is 
selected according to Which key is selected (prompted by a 
label on the exhibit itself), by identi?cation of the base 
station of a WPBX system With Which the unit is currently 
in communication, or by a combination of these factors. The 
commentary can be tailored to the user’s preferred language 
by an initialising process When the user is issued With the 
unit on entering the exhibition. Other user pre-sets may also 
be made, eg a special commentary suitable for children or 
other special interest groups. 

If the portable unit has a visual display, audio-visual 
information can be provided to the user by means of the 
portable unit. 

The invention can be used to generate statistical informa 
tion relating to the popularity of individual exhibits. This 
data may be analysed according to the type of user, as 
determined from pre-programmed user preferences associ 
ated With those Who request information on the exhibit. 
The invention may also be used in a similar manner for 

shopping. In this arrangement the user tours a display area, 
and enters a code number into the portable unit for each 
displayed item he or she requires, either for later collection, 
or as the user removes the item from the display. The product 
may be identi?ed using a bar code scanner forming part of 
the handset. Alternatively it may be identi?ed by entering a 
code on the keypad Which, in combination With the identi 
?cation of the base station With Which the handheld device 
is operating, uniquely de?nes the product, in a similar 
manner to that already described in relation to exhibitions. 
By relating the code to the location, simpli?ed codes may be 
used Which, if necessary, can be translated to standard “bar 
code” data by the data processing system. Audio 
information, for example relating to special offers, may be 
provided to the user in response to the selections made. The 
data collected on an individual customer’s selections can be 
used for generating the customer’s bill, for market research 
and for stock-control purposes. 
The invention may also be used for processing bids in an 

auction, the bids being entered by users on their keypads and 
the current best bid being displayed for the information of 
the users. 

The invention may also be used to monitor the move 
ments of personnel, for example in an access-control system. 
In this case the entering of a code on the portable handset 
(either in response to a keystroke, or a prompt from the base 
station, gives the system information about the Whereabouts 
of the bearers of those handsets. It may be linked to physical 
access control means, such as barriers Which only open 
When an apparatus bearing a code authorising release of the 
barrier is recognised. 
An embodiment of the invention Will noW be described, 

by Way of example only, With reference to the Figures, in 
Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates schematically the complete system; 
FIG. 2 illustrates schematically the functional elements of 

the data processing unit of the system. 
FIG. 3 illustrates schematically the functional elements of 

the interface unit of the system. 
This embodiment Will be described primarily in relation 

to an audience voting system, but some variations for other 
purposes Will be described, and others Will be apparent to the 
reader skilled in the art. 

Data entry handsets, embodied as standard DECT cord 
less telephones 1, or similar devices With a more limited 
functionality, are connectable via a transmission means, here 
embodied as a number of radio base stations 7, connected 
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through a Wireless Private Branch Exchange (WPBX) 2 and 
the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 8 to a data 
processing system 5, (typically a suitably-programmed 
general-purpose computer), by Way of an associated 
Computer/Telephony Interface (CTI) unit 4. It should be 
clearly understood that this arrangement is illustrative. The 
Computer/telephony interface unit 4 and computer 5 may be 
integrated into a single unit, or they may be located 
separately, communicating With each other over a private or 
public telecommunications data link. The Computer/ 
telephony interface unit 4 may be integrated With, or colo 
cated With, the PBX 2, instead of communicating by Way of 
the PSTN 8. 

The Computer/telephony interface unit 4 ansWers calls 
and responds to user inputs, for example using a voice 
recognition system, or by the detection of key presses 
(presented as DTMF (dual-tone multi-frequency) signals). It 
comprises a call-ansWering unit 41 for receiving incoming 
calls. The calling line identity (CLI) signal associated With 
each call, is extracted and passed to a user pro?le unit 42 
Which identi?es the caller and passes the identity to a data 
collection unit 44. The location of the user, as identi?ed by 
the base station 7 to Which the user is Working, may also be 
identi?ed to the data collection unit 44. The data (keystrokes 
etc) transmitted by the caller are identi?ed in an input 
recognition unit 43. The data collection unit 44 provides an 
output to the processor 5, consisting of each user’s input, 
identi?ed by user and location. 

The computer 5 receives this basic numeric data, and 
processes it in a processing element 51 to generate an output, 
for example a graphical display, using a graphics function 
52. The graphics are converted to HTML format (formatter 
53) and mounted on an Internet/IntraNet World Wide Web 
server 54. Using the “server push” process, the WWW pages 
are then “pushed” to a broWser program controlling a 
computer 6, to display the information. The computer 5 also 
has a store 55 to alloW the data to be stored for subsequent 
retrieval. The computer display 6 may be located at any 
point Where the results of the voting are required. For an 
audience participation system it Would typically be dis 
played on a screen for the audience to see. For examinations, 
market research, and access control systems, the display 6 
Would be located at a position convenient to the person 
requiring the data. The “Internet” 9, or a private “Intranet” 
Where available, is a suitable medium for communication of 
the data from the server 54 to the broWser 6. 

In some embodiments different users are required to take 
different actions to respond to the same question, or are 
responding to different questions. The questions being asked 
of each user are selected from a store 47 by a concordance 

unit 45, Which is responsive to the user’s location (identi?ed 
by the user pro?le unit 42), previous ansWers (identi?ed by 
the data collection unit 44), and other data available from the 
collection unit 44. It may also introduce a random element 
to the questions, to avoid the meaning of an individual users’ 
keystrokes being knoWn to other users. 

The concordance unit 45 generates an output for the data 
collection unit, indicating to What question the inputs 
received from the input recognition unit 43 relates, for 
transmission to the computer 5. The concordance unit 45 
may also control an output generation unit 46, Which trans 
mits the questions and other prompts to the user. 
Alternatively, the prompt may be generated by the computer 
5. In one version of this embodiment, the prompt takes the 
form of an audio signal generated by a speech synthesiser 
embodied in the output generator 46, under the control of the 
computer 5. Alternatively, audio information, including 
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6 
recorded and/or synthetic speech, can instead be included in 
the HTML format generated by the formatter 53 and deliv 
ered to the broWser 6 and also to the Computer/Telephony 
Interface unit 4 to be forWarded to the cordless phones 1. 

In use, a number of DECT cordless telephones 1, or 
limited-function equipment based on DECT technology, are 
provided to the audience in an auditorium or the like. These 
cordless telephones 1 are connectable over a radio interface 
to a Wireless private exchange WPBX 2, using one or more 
?xed base stations (7) Within the auditorium. The WPBX 2 
has suf?cient capacity to handle calls simultaneously, or in 
a short period, from all the cordless telephones 1, using a 
combination of time division and frequency division, for 
example as embodied in the DECT speci?cation. 
When votes are to be made, the users are invited to initiate 

the voting process. This invitation may be made by a human 
compere in the auditorium, by means of information dis 
played using the display broWser 6 under the control of the 
computer 5, or by prompts transmitted to the handsets 1 by 
Way of the interface unit 4. This invitation requires the users 
to set up a call to the Computer/Telephony Interface Unit 4 
by dialling a predetermined number. This number may be 
pre-programmed into each cordless telephone 1, or into the 
PBX 2, so that it may be dialled using one of the conven 
tional short code memory keys. The call ansWering unit 41 
of the Computer/Telephony Interface Unit uses calling line 
identity (CLI) to identify any callers Who are not calling 
through the cordless PBX 2 and are not eligible to vote. If 
some remote PSTN lines or cellular users are also to be 

connected to the computer/telephony unit 4 by Way of the 
PBX 2, an association betWeen the CLI identity of that line 
and the PBX 2 can be created in the user pro?le function 42 
of the Computer/telephony interface unit 4, so that the call 
ansWering unit 41 can recognise the remote user 3 as a valid 
CLI. In this Way votes may be contributed from authorised 
parties elseWhere than in the local auditorium. Effectively, 
the remote line becomes part of a “virtual” private netWork. 

Calls may be set up by means of prompts transmitted by 
Way of the WPBX 2 to the individual telephones 1. If the 
Computer/Telephony Interface Unit 4 is used in this Way to 
set up the calls to the remote users, the identity of each 
connection Will be knoWn to the unit. This Will again alloW 
authentication of the results. 
The choices may be a simple yes/no, or a multiple choice 

system, using the keypad of the telephone. On being invited 
to vote, the users transmit DTMF (dual tone multi 
frequency) signals using the keys of their telephone 
handsets, or speak into their handsets if voice prompts are to 
be used. A separate channel is provided betWeen the 
Computer/Telephony Interface unit 4 and each cordless 
telephone or remote user. The votes are detected by the input 
recognition unit, and collated With the user identity collected 
by the user pro?le unit 42 for collection bt the data collection 
unit 44. The Computer/Telephony Interface unit 4 can 
therefore identify each individual vote, and ensure that only 
one vote is received from each telephone. 

In order to reduce the required bandWidth connecting the 
WPBX 2 to the computer telephony interface 4, polling may 
be used. The call ansWering unit 41 establishes contact With 
as many of the handsets as it can simultaneously commu 
nicate With. As it receives a vote from each handset, it ceases 
communication With that handset and establishes contact 
With another, from Which it has yet to receive a vote. Each 
user is requested to maintain the selected key of his tele 
phone depressed until he receives an indication from the 
output generator 46, eg an audible tone, that his vote has 
been registered by the call ansWering unit 41. Similarly, if 
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the call answering unit 41 detects no DTMF signal from a 
given handset When that handset is polled, an audible 
indication to that effect may be transmitted by the generator 
46 to the handset 1, to indicate to the user that his vote has 
not yet been registered. The system may be arranged such 
that if no vote is registered When a handset is polled, the call 
ansWering unit 41 ceases communication With that handset, 
and polls another, returning to the ?rst handset later, by 
Which time the user may have reached a decision and 
selected a key. 

The DTMF tones or other indications received by the call 
ansWering unit 41 are processed by the input recognition 
unit 43 into voting data, for collection by the data collection 
unit 44 and onWard transmission to the computer 5. The 
computer 5 comprises vote-processing softWare 51 for anal 
ysing the raW voting data. The results of this analysis may 
be supplied to a graphics or text generation function 52 to 
generate representions of the statistics of the votes cast, 
Which can be transmitted by an HTML formatting function 
53 or the like to a WorldWideWeb server 54 or local server, 
for display on a display broWser 6. This alloWs the audience 
to receive the voting results. Since the identity of each 
handset is knoWn to the Computer/Telephony Interface Unit 
4, demographic data relating to the individual users of the 
handsets, or to earlier voting results, may be retrieved from 
a store 55, to provide further information for processing by 
the computer 5. Similarly, in an examination, the individual 
responses can be processed to assess each user’s total score. 
Remote users can receive the data over any suitable com 
munications link, such as by a connection through the 
Internet 9 to the computer 5. 

The computer 5 can also generate audio information for 
transmission by Way of the Computer/Telephony Interface 
Unit 4 and the WPBX 2 to the audience’s telephones 1, 3. 
Audio information may relate to the statistical results of the 
vote processing carried out by the computer 5 in addition to, 
or as an alternative to, the display by the display broWser 6. 
The audio information may be supplied to the interface 4 in 
the form of controls to operate a speech synthesiser in the 
output generation unit 46. The audio information may 
present the voting instructions in a tailored manner to the 
individual users. For example audio information may be 
supplied to the Computer/Telephony Interface Unit 4 in 
several languages. The user pro?les 42 are used by the 
output generation unit 46 to select the appropriate language 
for transmission over each individual telephone connection 
by Way of the WPBX 2 to the individual cordless telephones 
1, and to the remote users 3. 

The question/ansWer unit 45 may be used to generate 
supplementary questions, the nature of Which depend on the 
responses to previous questions collected by the data col 
lection unit. The supplementary questions are transmitted to 
the user through the output generation unit 46. They are also 
identi?ed to the data collection unit 44, so that the data 
collection unit 44 can match a response to such a supple 
mentary question, received by the input recognition unit 43, 
to the question Which prompted it. 

In an examination, the question/ansWer unit 45 may 
present the various possible ansWers, from Which the correct 
ansWer is to be selected, to different users in a different 
order, so that one candidate cannot achieve the same result 
as another simply by copying keystrokes. This is achieved 
by randomising the questions generated by the question/ 
ansWer concordance unit 45. Alternatively, the questions 
themselves may be presented in a different order to different 
candidates. It is, of course, necessary for this randomisation 
to be made knoWn to the data collection unit 44. The data 
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collection unit 44 then identi?es the question asked, and the 
ansWer given, and transmits the results to the computer 5 to 
assess each candidate’s performance. The question/ansWer 
unit 45 may also select Which questions to transmit to the 
user in response to the data received by the data collection 
unit 44, for example to increase the dif?culty of questions if 
the user has given correct responses to a high proportion of 
questions. 

In a variation of the system for use in shops, exhibitions, 
museums, tourist attractions, and the like, the information to 
be transmitted by the Computer/telephony interface unit 4 
may be selected according to the current location of the user 
as determined by identi?cation of the currently serving radio 
base station. The information may also be selected according 
to pre-programmed information selected by the user and 
stored in the user pro?le unit 42, such as his preferred 
language, special interests, age, and the time he has avail 
able. 
So far, the invention has been described in relation to an 

embodiment in Which the computer 5 is associated With the 
private telephone exchange 2. HoWever, some of the func 
tionality of the computer 5, in particular the statistical 
processing, may be performed by a netWork-based system 
such as the OPRA system already mentioned. This arrange 
ment is particularly suited to distributed systems, in Which 
the statistical data is to be generated from data supplied from 
several private exchanges 2. The or each interface unit 4 may 
be associated With the respective private branch exchange 2, 
exchanging data With the computer 5 by means of a high 
speed data link (for example an ISDN (Integrated Services 
Data NetWork). 
What is claimed is: 
1. A data collection system comprising 
a data processing system (5) for receiving data and 

generating statistical information relating to the data; 
a plurality of data entry means (1), each for receiving data 

input from a user and transmitting the data to the data 
processing system (5); 

and transmission means (7, 2) for transmitting data from 
the means (1) to the data processing system; 

characterised in that the data entry means (1) are tele 
phone handsets, and that the data processing system (5) 
has associated interface means (4) for identifying the 
individual telephone handsets (1) from Which each data 
item is received, such that individual data items trans 
mitted from the same handset can be related to each 
other by the processing system 

2. A data collection system according to claim 1, in Which 
the processing system (5) has means for transmitting audio 
or visual information to the handsets 

3. A data collection system according to claim 1, in Which 
the transmission means (2) comprises a telephone sWitching 
system, and the interface means (4) is arranged such that it 
Will only accept telephone calls from telephone handsets 
associated With the sWitching means 

4. A data collection system according to claim 3, Wherein 
the telephone sWitching system (2) and the data processing 
system (5) communicate With each other at least partly by 
means of the public telephone netWork (8), and the tele 
phone sWitching system (2) has number translation means 
for conversion of short codes transmitted from the individual 
handsets (1) into full telephone numbers for transmission 
over the public telephone netWork (8) to the interface means 

(4). 
5. A method of generating statistical information relating 

to data received from a plurality of data entry means (1), 
comprising the steps of 
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transmitting signals from each data entry means (1) to a 
data processing system (5) by Way of an interface 
means (4); 

processing the data so received to generate statistical 
information relating to the totality of data received 
from the means (1) 

characterised in that the data entry means (1) are tele 
phone handsets, and that the interface means (4) iden 
ti?es the individual telephone handsets (1) from Which 
each data item is received, such that individual data 
items transmitted from the same handset can be related 

to each other by the processing system 6. A method according to claim 5, Wherein audio or visual 

information is transmitted from the data processing system 

(5) to the data entry handsets 7. A method according to claim 5 Wherein the location of 

the data entry handset is identi?ed, and the information 
generated is selected according to said location. 

8. Amethod as claimed in claim 7, Wherein the data entry 
handset (1) communicates With the interface means (4) by 
means of a cordless connection, using a netWork of cordless 
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base stations (7), and the location of the user apparatus (1) 
is identi?ed by reference to the base station (7) currently in 
cordless communication With the user apparatus 

9. A method according to claim 5, Wherein the telephone 
calls are made through a private exchange 

10. A method according to claim 9, Wherein the interface 
means (4) only accepts telephone calls from handsets (1) 
associated With the private exchange 

11. A method according to claim 9, at least part of the 
communication betWeen the data processing system (5) and 
the private exchange (2) is carried out by means of the public 
telephone netWork (8), Wherein the private telephone 
exchange system (2) converts short codes transmitted from 
the individual handsets (1) into full telephone numbers for 
transmission over the public telephone netWork (8) to the 
data processing system 

12. A method according to claim 5, Wherein an output is 
generated for transmission using Internet protocols. 

* * * * * 


